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The country is also centrally located making it easy to access the other parts of Europe making it to be used as
the stepping stone to the other regions of the European countries. It is also worth to note that the United
Kingdom government is involved in the tourism industry through various departments charged with different
responsibilities for tourism including the Ministry of Defence and also through the provision of subsidies to a
variety of organizations in the United Kingdom. Many advertising campaigns are anything but original. The
government in launched phase one of tourism advertisement campaign in order to raise tourism awareness.
The most effective pairing, originality plus elaboration, had almost double the impact. One component
incorporates the direct of a powerful election campaign, to scatter the applicant 's message and to counter the
message of one 's rivals. Tourism is mainly classified as domestic tourism and international tourism Rowe,
Smith and Fiona,  For instance, the hotel sector of the United Kingdom tourism sector is highly
internationalised and is largely known for employing labour from different parts of the world. It is also the
second biggest private sector employer. This section therefore provides an overview of the tourism industry in
the United Kingdom in terms of how significant the industry is using the criteria of employment and
contribution to the Gross Domestic Product GDP of the United Kingdom. The growth of the tourism industry
of a country in terms of the inflow of tourists is highly dependent on the global tourism industry. This research
endeavours to identify the factors that affect the effectiveness of tourism advertising campaigns in the United
Kingdom. These tourists originate from the entire world and they normally start their tour in London although
some of them do not go beyond this city because of the many tourist attractions in the city. Going by these
facts it is crystal clear that the industry is very significant and important in the United Kingdom economy.
Many ads contain unexpected details or extend simple ideas so that they become more intricate and
complicated. Therefore its effective growth is of paramount concern for the government. All these provide
attractions for all the tourists from both within the country and outside the country i. However several factors
need to be considered before choosing and designing advertising campaigns for the tourism products. Several
factors will affect the effectiveness of the advertising campaigns. Therefore it is important for the companies
that are operating in the tourism industry in the United Kingdom to understand the various factors that
significantly affect the tourism advertising campaign in the United Kingdom. In order to achieve the objective,
the research will be guided by the primary research question; - What are the critical factors that affect the
effectiveness of the tourism advertising campaign in the United Kingdom? The focus is on the uniqueness of
the ideas or features contained in the ad. It is worth to note that during this epoch the popular kind of tourism
activity common was seaside holidays Mandy,  It also contain research review of literature that exist from
previous studies carried out in the past and has put into consideration various aspects of advertising tourism
products and the manner in which advertising campaigns are carried out in the verge of establishing the factors
which substantially affect the effectiveness of tourism advertising campaigns. In contrast, when products are
easily understood, similar, and tied to personal preferences quenching thirst with a soda, for instance, or
enjoying a cup of coffee , an out-of-the-ordinary approach can be more effective in stimulating sales. We see
variation across categories with high levels of creativity.


